Monday, August 17

- 9 am: Follow the Water
  Join photographer and author Michael Forsberg and filmmaker Pete Stegen as they follow a mythical drop of water 1,300 miles through three different states and journey through the Platte Basin watershed.
  Related Resource
  (Water Management, Grades 6-12)

- 10 am: H2O: The Molecule That Made Us, Episode 1: Pulse
  How did water arrive on Earth and come to underpin every aspect of existence, from dragonflies to deserts in bloom to human life?
  Related Resource
  (Water Management, Grades 6-12)

- 11 am: H2O: The Molecule That Made Us, Episode 2: Civilizations
  Travel into the past to see how water may have driven our own evolution—and created civilizations.
  Related Resource
  (Water Management, Grades 6-12)

- 12 pm: H2O: The Molecule That Made Us, Episode 3: Crisis
  Earth’s changing water cycle—and a globalized movement toward water for profit—is forcing changes in humans’ reliance on water.
  Related Resource
  (Water Management, Grades 6-12)

- 1 pm: AmEx: The Man Who Tried to Feed the World
  Norman Borlaug not only solved India’s famine problem but also went on to lead a “Green Revolution” of worldwide agriculture programs—saving countless lives—and received the 1970 Nobel Peace Prize for his work.
  Related Resource
  (Water Management, Grades 9-12)
Tuesday, August 18

- **9 am: Nature: Okavango: River of Dreams: Paradise**
  Explore the landscape and wildlife of the Upper Okavango River, where the deep water shows elephants swimming and carving channels through the reeds and papyrus, setting small birds afloat to drift past hippos and crocodiles.
  - Related Resource (Science, Grades 6-8)

- **10 am: Kingdoms of the Sky: Andes**
  Experience the astonishing natural life found in the world’s longest mountain range, where pumas hunt guanaco, shape-shifting frogs hide in remote cloud forests, and descendants of the Inca build bridges of grass.
  - Related Resource (Social Studies, Grades 6-12)

- **11 am: Native America, Episode 1: From Caves to Cosmos**
  New evidence indicates that the very first Americans spent millennia developing their unique culture and beliefs as a single community before spreading rapidly across North and South America.
  - Related Resource (Social Studies, Grades 6-12)

- **12 pm: Ken Burns’s The Roosevelts, Episode 5: The Rising Road (1933-1939)**
  Franklin Delano Roosevelt’s 1933 presidential inauguration comes during the nation’s worst economic crisis: the Great Depression.
  - Related Resource (Social Studies, Grades 6-12)

- **1 pm: Ken Burns’s The Roosevelts, Episode 5: The Rising Road (1933-1939)** (Cont.)
  Franklin Delano Roosevelt’s 1933 presidential inauguration comes during the nation’s worst economic crisis: the Great Depression.
  - Related Resource (Social Studies, Grades 6-12)
Wednesday, August 19

- **9 am: Nature: Okavango: River of Dreams: Limbo**
  Explore the landscape and wildlife of the "Middle River," the delta of the Okavango River.
  Related Resource
  (Science, Grades 6-8)

- **10 am: Food: Kingdoms of the Sky: Himalaya**
  Witness the extraordinary wildlife and remarkable people of Earth’s highest mountain range, where Tibetan monks perform ancient rituals, snow leopards prowl the mountainsides, and bizarre snub-nosed monkeys survive in frozen forests.
  Related Resource
  (Science, Grades 6-12)

- **11 am: Native America, Episode 2: Nature to Nations**
  An exploration of the rise of great American nations, from a history of monarchies to modern democracy.
  Related Resource
  (Social Studies, Grades 6-12)

- **12 pm: Ken Burns's The Roosevelts, Episode 6: The Common Cause (1939-1944)**
  By the late summer of 1939, Franklin Delano Roosevelt is halfway through his second term in office. When Germany invades Poland on September 2, 1939, everything changes.
  Related Resource
  (Social Studies, Grades 6-12)

- **1 pm: Ken Burns's The Roosevelts, Episode 6: The Common Cause (1939-1944) (Cont.)**
  By the late summer of 1939, Franklin Delano Roosevelt is halfway through his second term in office. When Germany invades Poland on September 2, 1939, everything changes.
  Related Resource
  (Social Studies, Grades 6-12)
Thursday, August 20

- **12 pm: Nature: Okavango: River of Dreams: Inferno**
  Discover the landscape and wildlife of the Lower Okavango River, where the land is baked dry by the scorching Sun and large herds of zebra and wildebeest migrate to the dry plains in search of the precious salt that these animals need.
  [Related Resource](Science, Grades 6-8)

- **1 pm: The Rockies: Kingdoms of the Sky**
  Experience the amazing wildlife and remarkable people who inhabit this 3,000-mile mountain range, home to cougars, wolverines, wolves, and grizzlies. Daredevil wingsuit flyers jump from high peaks, and Native Americans compete in breakneck horse races.
  [Related Resource](Science, Grades 6-8)

- **11 am: Boss: The Black Experience in Business**
  Learn about the untold story of African American entrepreneurship, where skill, industriousness, ingenuity, and sheer courage in the face of overwhelming odds provide the backbone of this nation’s economic and social growth.
  [Related Resource](Social Studies, Grades 9-12)

- **11 am: Boss: The Black Experience in Business (Cont.)**
  Learn about the untold story of African American entrepreneurship, where skill, industriousness, ingenuity, and sheer courage in the face of overwhelming odds provide the backbone of this nation’s economic and social growth.
  [Related Resource](Social Studies, Grades 9-12)

- **1 pm: Native America, Episode 3: Cities of the Sky**
  Explore the creation of some of the ancient world’s largest and most splendid cities.
  [Related Resource](Social Studies, Grades 6-12)
Friday, August 21

- **9 am: SciGirls: Habitat Havoc**
  Budding naturalist Lea and her SciGirl pals investigate what the non-native Canary Island Palm does to San Diego habitats, then recruit their classmates to plant a native butterfly garden in their local wildlife area.
  Related Resource
  (Supporting Claims with Evidence, Grades 6-8)

- **9:30 am: SciGirls: Dolphin Dive**
  Izzie, Serena, and Ceci bond with bottlenose dolphins and explore their behavior at the Dolphins Plus Research Center.
  Related Resource
  (Supporting Claims with Evidence, Grades 6-8)

- **10 am: History Detectives**
  The detectives investigate questions about a unique Navajo rug, the first baby incubators, and some historical photos.
  Related Resource
  (Supporting Claims with Evidence, Grades 6-12)

- **11 am: Inventing Tomorrow (90 mins.)**
  Teenage innovators prepare solutions to the world’s environmental threats for presentation at the Intel International Science and Engineering Fair.
  Related Resource
  (Science / Engineering, Grades 9-12)

- **12:30 pm: American Masters: Norman Lear (90 mins.)**
  Discover how the prolific creator of All in the Family, The Jeffersons, and Good Times effected social change through his groundbreaking sitcoms and activism.
  (ELA, Grades 6-12)